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Current aim 
` to provide representative data for the systematic 

research of Croatian as a foreign language 
` to allow the comparison of non-native and native 

language as well as varieties of the learner language 
` to analyze deviations of non-native speakers from 

standard language usage (overuse, underuse and misuse of 
specific features) 

` to enable the creation of teaching materials, language 
exams and innovations in teaching Croatian as a foreign 
language 



CroLTeC - CROatian Learner TExt Corpus 
` CroLTeC  

` transcribed manuscripts with preserved corrections made by 
learners themselves (at least 20 minutes for a 200-word text) 

` texts are systematically described by detailed sociolinguistic 
metadata (gender, age, nationality, mother tongue, bilingual and 
multilingual competence and parents’ language proficiency) 

` essays were collected (on a weekly basis) from six language 
learning levels corresponding to the levels of the Common 
European Framework of Reference for Languages  – CEFR 



CroLTeC - six language learning levels  
` levels A1 and A2 

` writing basics, grammar and vocabulary necessary for 
elementary communication in the Croatian language, 

` levels B1 and B2  
` development of writing skills that encompass use of complex 

morphological and syntactical structures 

` levels C1 and C2 
` the argumentative and persuasive essays with focus on the 

cultural amenities 



Issues 
` identification of the author - different signatures 

(phonetic adaptation or name change) 
` the tendency of typists (native speakers) to accidentally 

write the correct word instead of the learner’s error 
` typing errors made by the native speakers who were 

transcribing the manuscript 
` essays were collected in the same way as CzeSL essays 

and transcribed to rtf format - issues with the rtf-to-xml 
conversion 

` anonymization of the transcript 
 



Metadata 
` essay metadata:  

` level of linguistic competence required, 
` title of the essay, 
` week of learning, 
` genre, 
` scope, 
` conditions under which the essay was produced (time limit, 

size limit, etc.) and  
` circumstances under which the essay was produced 

(homework, part of the exam, part of the field work, etc.). 



Metadata 
` establishment of the language biography of each learner:  

` gender 
` age 
` mother tongue 
` knowledge of other foreign languages 
` length of stay in Croatia 
` level of self-assessed competence in Croatian 
` time and manner of learning Croatian and 
` other contacts with the Croatian language 







Statistics 

› 755 learners 
› 36 different mother tongues 
› 6,213 scanned essays (+their corrections) 
› 4,996 transcribed essays 
› 1,217 essays were born- digital  

 
› Total: 1,054,287 tokens 

 
 





Birth year 



original 



Ivan je novi student iz Njemačke Austrije.  Studira {hrvatski}<in> u Centru za 
strani strane jezike, jer ne zna dobro čitati ni pisati.  Živi blizu fakulteta, ima 
sestru Ivanu, koja studira na Ffakultetu Strojarstva i brodogradnje. 

Nažalost, Ivan nije dobar student jer spava na predavanjima, ali njegova sestra već 
{zapisuje sve ->sve zapisuje} na hrvatskom, odlično razumije profesore {i brzo 
rješava zadaće}<in>.  Svaku večer Ivana ide u šetnju s prijateljem, ali njen brat ne 
radi ništa. 

Njegov hrvatski je loš.  Mislim da se vratit u Njemačku Austriju i tamo tražit 
posao. 

Ivanin prijatelj je Aaustrijanac i pametni student.  On jako voli Ivanu jer je lijepa, 
pametna, razumije mu i dobro ga kuha. 

Tko ne želi učiti, neće puno postići.  a Nažalost, Ivan ne želi učiti.  Ovaj brat i 
sestra su jako različitei. 

transcript 



The shortest essay 





Problems 



 



Development of the CroLTeC  
` Raw corpus 
` transcripts of the learner’s manuscript where the 

learner’s original errors as well as self-corrections 
were preserved (docx-to-xml conversion and upload 
to TEITOK) 
` http://teitok.iltec.pt/croltec/index.php?action=edit&id=ara

001134/ara001134_1A_04-1.xml 
` MSD tagging with the RELDI tagger 
` Development of the error-annotation scheme 
` Error annotation and manual correction of errors 

` Token-based errors 
` Multi-word errors 



Token-based error annotation 
Category Subcategory Error code 

Orthographic 
Error 

Missing 
Capitalization 

MC 

Unnecessary 
Capitalization 

UC 

Missing word break MB 
Unnecessary word 
break 

UB 

Missing Spelling MS 
Spelling needs 
Replacing 

RS 

Unnecessary 
Spelling 

US 

Missing Punctuation MP 
Punctuation needs 
Replacing 

RP 

Unnecessary 
Punctuation 

UP 

Syntactic Error word has incorrect 
Grammatical Form, 
i.e. inflection 

GF 

Lexical Error 

word needs 
Replacing, but it is 
Existing in the 
vocabulary 

RE 

word needs 
Replacing, but is 
Non-existing in the 
vocabulary 

RN 



Multi-word error annotation 
Category Subcategory Error code 

Grammar 

incorrect word order WO 
incorrect argument 
structure 

AS 

incorrect agreement AG 
incorrect verb tense VT 

collocation error CL 

Lexis 
Missing Lexeme  ML 
Unnecessary 
(redundant) Lexeme 

UL 

Semantics 

phrase needs 
Replacing, but it is 
Existing in the 
vocabulary 

REP 

phrase needs 
Replacing, but it's 
Non-existing in the 
vocabulary 

RNP 



Token-based error annotation 
` the misuse of capital and small letters, metathesis, the omission 

of diacritics, missing sibilarization or palatalization and 
omission of letters 

` the incorrect word ending (result of the error in word 
flection) 
` incorrect:  pišeme - correct:  pišemo ‛we write’ 

` the incorrect word prefix 
` incorrect:  prominuše - correct:  preminuše ‛they are deceased’ 

` word formation error – irregular lexeme form 
` incorrect:  kopujemo - correct: kupujemo ‛we buy’ 

` morpheme boundary errors (incorrectly divided word or 
incorrectly joined words) 
` incorrect:  je sam  - correct: jesam ‛I am’  
` incorrect:  nemogu - correct: ne mogu ‛I cannot’ 

 
 
 



Token-based error annotation 
` http://teitok.iltec.pt/croltec/index.php?action=file&id=afr0

0113/afr00113_2A_00.xml 



Multi-word error annotation 
` errors arising from the relationship between (isolated) 

words 
` interlanguage errors (developmental errors that learners make 

as they adapt to rules in the second language) or 
` interference (where learners take a rule from their mother 

tongue and apply it incorrectly to Croatian) 

` example: omissions and insertions of words or phrases, a 
sequence of words with unclear meaning, syntactical 
errors and incorrect word order 
` http://teitok.iltec.pt/croltec/index.php?action=annotation&cid=

afr00113_2A_00.xml&annotation=errors 



Research based on the CroLTeC  
` research on collocational competence of non-native speakers of 

Croatian  
` corpus analysis of collocations based on 300 essays on levels B1 and B2 
` the knowledge of noun collocations was examined based on their 

frequency and collocational strength, and considering the CSL 
proficiency level 

` several hundreds of collocations represented a working corpus and were 
used to create the research instruments 

` the validity of collected collocations was verified in the Large dictionary 
of Croatian language (Anić, 2003) and the hrWaC corpus (Ljubešić and 
Erjavec, 2011), which was also used to count the frequency of 
collocations. 

` the associative strength of collocational elements was assessed by native 
speakers of Croatian  
 
 



Future plans (short term) 
` collocation error-correction tool 

` to detect miscollocations and suggest adequate collocates, a 
tool will be built using error-analysis data from corpus and 
available bilingual dictionaries to reveal synonymous 
translations of erroneous collocates 

` to develop a manual for TEITOK query interface for users who 
are not familiar with CQP Query syntax 



Future plans (long term) 
` the design of interactive and adaptive tools and 

applications for individual assistance in improving learner’s 
reading writing skills at the lexical, grammatical and 
discourse level  

` to tailor teaching materials to different groups of learners 
(not only according to their Croatian language proficiency 
level, but also to their first language, age or the purpose 
for learning Croatian). 

` to design computer-aided tools to correct lexical errors, 
misuse of verbal tense, phrasal verbs and collocations  



Future plans (long term) 
` to research and analyze errors to create specific profiles 

of learner competence for Croatian and to link them to 
each of the six levels of the Common European 
Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) 

` to improve the CEFR descriptors for grammatical 
accuracy, vocabulary control, vocabulary range, 
orthographic control, cohesion and coherence for the 
Croatian language 
 



Future plans (long term) 
` online teaching and learning of Croatian as a foreign 

language  
` printed teaching materials and tests developed in 

accordance with the most common mistakes of a 
particular type of student  

` development of methods and tools for other Slavic 
languages that still do not have learner corpora 

 


